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Summer Coal
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Yes, a special warm weather coal ono
that will Ignite quickly, heat rapidly and
maintain uniform heat. Economical, because
a little fire, made with KI3NILWORTH
SUMMER COAL, will do the work of a big
flro of ordinary coal. Order by namo from
all "Aberdeen" dealers.
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Smart Shop
The great foreign and Amer- ican designers have special- ized this season on attractive
apparel for the sportswoman.
We are showing ultra-smaeffects to be worn at the sea- shore, in the mountains and
at country places.
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EDITORIALS BY JUDGE C.
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It has never been, the policy of GOODWIN'S
WEEKLY to advise through its columns concerning investments. There has been, however, a
very healthy growth in the last couple of weeks
of a cunningly devised plan to corner the stock
of the Salt Lake Baseball club. In the beginning
there were more than fifteen hundred stockholders buying all the way from one share to four
hundred shares of stock. A majority of the fifteen hundred did not buy for profit. Their motive
was to boost the game and to boost Salt Lake.
So far as the actual money was concerned it
was, for the most part, in the nature of a donation. Baseball, however, succeeded far beyond
the hope of the men who promoted it Last year
the organization not only paid expenses, bought
an interest in the building company which controls the park grounds, but was able to pay a
dividend of ten per cent and still have some
eight or ten thousand dollars for the expjnses of
the club prior to the opening three weeks ago.
Donations of enterprising Salt Lake citizens
were turned into a very sound and substantial
dividend paying investment. Two or three of the
men controlling the present destinies of the club
have appreciated this fact and are shrewdly endeavoring to take such financial advantage as
they may out of successful baseball. They are
endeavoring to buy up the stock at par, failing in
this, they are willing to pay five dollars and, in
some instances, ten dollars bonus a share.
We suppose that eventually they will be successful, emulating in a smaller way men of the
east who have become millionaires by controlling
the financial side of baseball. In the meantime,
however, we trust that no small stockholder will
bo cajoled into selling his interest without knowing just its value.
Stockholders are not necessarily baseball fans.
Neither do all of them follow the profits that are
ultimately made in investments such as they hold
in the Salt Lake club. It is for this reason that
we would talk with our baseball readers concerning a money investment. The WEEKLY is
strongly of the opinion that the ideal ownership
of a baseball club would include as a shareholder
every fan in Zion and the ideal management
would be one controlled by their votes, they sharing not only in the pleasure of the enthusiasm of
the game, but also in the financial profits which
may be derived. Unfortunately, this is impossible
of realization, but it is quite within the power of
a thousand or so small stockholders to retain such
a voting interest in the club as to pi, ent any
one man becoming its dictator, and still financially
profit from their investment,
Blankenship has so far proved to bo a wonderful team manager. How wise his seelction of
players was last season is evidenced by the press
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ALL WEEK

ANN PITTWOOD
With the

WILKES STOCK COMPANY
Flaying

"THE LITTLEST REBEL"
The peer of all the Civil War plays.
enlarged cast.
pretentious scenery.
a wonderful patriotism-inspirindrama.
Matinees Thursday and Saturday
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15, 25, 35, 50c.

FREE SOUVENIR PHOTO every
night. Save the series.
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WOMENshop
here

absolute assurance of
authentic style and design and
the knowledge that their selec- tion will meet with unqualified
approval at home.
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